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SAMUNDRA SPIRIT is a quarterly in-house 
magazine produced by Samundra Institute of 
Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private circulation.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or 
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at: 
samundraspirit@samundra.com

*Please note we reserve the right to publish your 
letters/articles or an edited version of it in all print 
& electronic media.

EDITORIAL NOTE
“The learning and knowledge that we have, is, at the most, but little compared 
to that of which we are ignorant.”

 - Plato

The purpose and intention behind any writing is the writer’s need to express, not 
impress. An author can produce volumes of pedantic writings filling pages but  
unless the message is communicated rather than confuse the readers, they are all  
meaningless. It should not be an author’s intention to dazzle the readers with some 
counterfeited knowledge and power of wordplay. We spiritedly avoid such pitfalls 
and urge our contributors to do so.

It is our clear understanding that the success of Samundra Spirit would depend on 
effectively communicating and sharing the vast knowledge held by our seasoned 
veterans to the next generation of seafarers across the industry. Producing a  
thoroughly readable magazine for all upcoming seafarers and adding value to their 
knowledge of the industry whenever possible will always remain as our sincere  
endeavour and commitment.

As we complete the third year of publication of Samundra Spirit, i.e. the 16th issue of 
the magazine so far, it is another proud moment for all of us in the editorial team and 
a fully dedicated staff - all working out of sheer passion. However, the hardwork pays 
us well when we receive encouraging words from the readers enjoying the result of 
our efforts. A big thank you to all of you who bring in such joy to us!

We are very pleased that for this New Year issue, we have harvested quite a rich pile 
of interesting articles on topics ranging from the highly-technical Liquefied Natural 
Gas (LNG) in Marine Propulsion to Work to Rest hours Management on board; from 
personal memory of a sailing chief engineer to a practical guidance on the impor-
tance of a MBA degree for a young seafarer. We look forward to the comments and 
feed back from all our readers.

Apart from the regular contributors, it was wonderful to notice  a crop of  new writers 
sending in their experiences and thoughts. We would like to make special mention 
of CE Shivakanth from the ESM fleet for taking time off to send his experience  and 
encourage others like him to send in theirs for the future issues. Accordingly, we had 
to shelf some of our old contributors to the cold storage in order to make room for 
the new.

The cadet’s section carries a special report on the SIMS Lonavala campus on its  
environment-friendly water management system. The cadets’ paper won one of 
the 25 top places in a nationwide contest on technical paper presentation. Overall,  
although most of the writings sometimes need a good scrub by the editorial team, 
what make them special are the originality of the content and the writers’ unique 
experiences.  We are happy that we have turned some experienced seafarers into 
budding writers! 

Regular features like the campus news, sports and visitors’ 
comment remain part of the offerings here. We do hope 
that the magazine will retain its flavour and appeal to all 
our readers’ curiosity and interest once again.

Happy reading and wishing all our readers a very happy, 
safe and peaceful New Year!
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A Message in Pursuit of Knowledge...

- Late Steve Jobs

In memory of Steve Jobs, founder of APPLE computers, the leg-
endary innovator of the 21st century, we reproduce below an 
excerpt from his speech delivered to the graduates of Stanford 
University at their campus on 12 June 2005. The message epit-
omizes the single-minded focus on pursuit of knowledge in his 
entire lifetime by Steve Jobs, which translated into the success 
of APPLE. Indeed a big lesson for all in SIMS with an ambition 
and aspiration for innovation in our training regime.

Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life. Don’t be 

trapped by dogma - which is living with the results of other people’s think-

ing. Don’t let the noise of others’ opinions drown out your own inner voice. 

And most important, have the courage to follow your heart and intuition. They 

somehow already know what you truly want to become. Everything else is sec-

ondary.

When I was young, there was an amazing publication called The Whole Earth 

Catalog, which was one of the bibles of my generation. It was created by a fellow 

named Stewart Brand not far from here in Menlo Park, and he brought it to 

life with his poetic touch. This was in the late 1960’s, before personal comput-

ers and desktop publishing, so it was all made with typewriters, scissors, and 

Polaroid cameras. It was sort of like Google in paperback form, 35 years before 

Google came along: it was idealistic, and overflowing with neat tools and great 

notions.

Stewart and his team put out several issues of The Whole Earth Catalog, and 

then when it had run its course, they put out a final issue. It was the mid-1970s, 

and I was your age. On the back cover of their final issue was a photograph of 

an early morning country road, the kind you might find yourself hitchhiking 

on if you were so adventurous. Beneath it were the words: “Stay Hungry. Stay 

Foolish.” It was their farewell message as they signed off. Stay Hungry. Stay 

Foolish. And I have always wished that for myself. And now, as you graduate 

to begin anew, I wish that for you.

Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish.
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Against the Odds at Sea…

CE Shivakanth M.R is a sailing en-
gineer in the ESM managed tanker 
fleet. He is relating his personal ex-
perience as a junior engineer in a 
company he was sailing at that time. 
We thank CE Shivakanth for sharing 
it with our up-coming engineers and 
welcome such gestures from other 
experienced seasoned veterans from 
the fleet as well.

I was the First Assistant Engineer sailing on a 
15 years old container carrier trading between 
west coast of USA and east coast of Japan in 
2007. I was carrying my family onboard in a 
view of having a bit of excitement at sea, where 
it turned out to be overexcitement, as I recall 
how we overcame a challenging situation (hull 
damage) with pure teamwork and ingenuity in 
our approach to work. 

Amongst failures, hull failure is the worst; 
where little can be done when we are out at 
sea. However, the die hard team on board  
worked on the premise - ‘where there’s a will, 
there’s a way’ and decided not to give up till 
we repaired the damage and sailed out in full 
glory! 

Our vessel, at that time, was berthed at a port 
in Japan on her last leg of the voyage. We 
were waiting for one more day to depart for 
the next destination. At around 10pm, I got a 
call from chief officer informing that the Bow 
thruster room was flooding with water. As a 
part of standard design, container vessels are 
provided with bow thruster (propeller) across 
its fore-end for better maneuvering; to obvi-
ate the need of an additional tug at the for-
ward end. This is perceived as an advantage 
in the long run and saves cost for the vessel 
by cutting  down on expensive hiring of an ad-
ditional tug. By the time I came down, the chief 
officer had already started pumping out water 
through bilge ejector to ascertain the source of 
the water leakage. To our surprise, the water 
was gushing in with tremendous force from a 
crack (approx 150 mm to 175 mm long) devel-
oped in the propeller tunnel. Our first impres-

sion of leakage was that the water ingress was  
unstoppable, so we took some good photo-
graphs and sent to the managers, hoping to 
get shore assistance for repairs. However, at 
the last moment our managing company came 
back advising that next day being a Sunday, 
workshop support couldn’t be arranged unfor-
tunately!

Container vessels operate on Liner trade with 
set route with port rotations and dates fixed 
months in advance and voyages have to be 
executed on time. Even a few hours of delay is 
not acceptable and can lead to claims by vari-
ous interested parties; who operate on “Just 
in Time (JIT)” deliveries and disrupt the ves-
sel’s future voyages. Undoubtedly, there is a 
fair amount of pressure to keep and meet the 
vessel’s schedule. Hence, the vessel had to 
sail out as per schedule with the heavy leak. 
Holding our breath, we sailed out for the Pacific 
Ocean crossing with the full crew on board in-
cluding some families. It was a 10 days voyage 
to California. The only hope we had was that 
the bilge ejector was coping up with the leak-
age and the water ingress and maintaining the 
level in the bilge well. But we did realize that 
before the crack worsened, something needed 
to be done.
 
Cement box and the seafarers                                                      
With the vessel underway without having done 
any repairs, we knew that we needed a back 
up plan to mitigate the worse case scenario; 
should the leak increased or the eductor sys-
tem failed! We conducted an emergency meet-
ing with all the officers and finally decided to 
make a cement box, to plug the gushing hole. 
It may not be an accepted safety practice but 
nevertheless it was also not an unusual prac-
tice being adopted by seafarers from the time 
the first steel ship was built. More so, we had 
limited options. Our entire focus was to stop 
the leak somehow. But we also knew that a ce-
ment box could only be applied once the leak 
had stopped, else it was not possible to put 

such an arrangement.

I had an idea in my mind. Though I wasn’t sure 
it would work, I decided that it was worth giv-
ing a try. I made a cardboard template and 
basis that got fabricated an 8 mm steel plate 
with similar profile to cover the area of the leak. 
On this plate we glued a rubber joint  and with 
the help of clamps and jacking arrangement 
somehow managed to fix it in place against the 
tremendous force of water jet. Voila, it worked! 
Everyone heaved a deep sigh of relief. Here I 
have to appreciate my dedicated team for their 
support and positive attitude, without whom  
the mission was indeed impossible. 

However, the water inflow had stopped but still 
we couldn’t make a cement box due to slight 
seepage from its top. We still had some way 
to go!
                
I now had the engine fitter fabricate a rectan-
gular shaped steel box with its mating face 
matching the template and fitted with a pipe 
and shut off valve at the bottom. Next, we got it 
fixed in place after removing the old one, simul-
taneously letting the water to drain out from the 
bottom of the pipe. Because the water pres-
sure released from the bottom absolutely, there 
was not a drop of water seeping from its top. 
Then, it was easy to construct a wooden box 
around the steel box into where we filled in the 
cement, and left it for a couple of days for set-
ting, while the water kept draining out through 
from the pipe and pumping process. Once the 
cement cured, the valve was shut off to check 
whether the cement box was holding or not.   
Amazing but truly, it was holding as expected. 

Needless to say, the vessel reached US port 
safely on time and without any off-hire.   

Shivakanth.M.R
Chief Engineer

M.V. Calypso Colossus

Footnote: Cement box is not a solution 
and vessel should have carried out a 
permanent repair prior leaving port on 
a cross Pacific ocean voyage. The story 
is obviously from a different era and dif-
ferent circumstances. The lesson herein 
is the celebration of team work and the 
ingenuity of a seafarer’s mind and spirit! 
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Understanding Energy Efficiency De-
sign Index (EEDI) is very much im-
portant, before introducing various 
innovative techniques to reduce it. 
Still now, a more common definition 
of efficiency in shipping is ship fuel 
efficiency which for a given ship type 
and size and speed requirement, 
means achieving that speed at mini-
mum fuel consumption. In this defi-
nition, the environmental aspect is 
not covered, such as Green House 
Gas Emissions, environmental pollu-
tion. In attempting to regulate CO2 
emissions from ships, the IMO (Inter-
national Maritime Organization) has 
come up with yet another definition 
of the word, which is called as EEDI 
(Energy Efficiency Design Index). 

To simplify considerably, EEDI efficiency is 
defined to be minimizing the ratio of installed 
power times Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) 
times carbon content of fuel over capacity 
times speed.

This IMO legislation comes into force on  
January 1, 2013. From this date, new ships will 
need to be designed and built to comply with 
the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI).
After further simplification of above formula, it 
comes out to be ships’ specific CO2 emissions 

per tonne mile. 

The EEDI formula calculates the CO2 pro-
duced by the ship’s propulsion and auxiliary 
power systems and any secondary energy 
usage by machinery such as shaft propulsion 
motors and generators.

Any CO2 saved through innovative energy 
saving technologies like kites or sails is then 
subtracted. The resulting CO2 figure is divided 
by the ship’s transport work or ‘benefit to soci-
ety’ (in fact, the ship’s capacity multiplied by its 
speed) to arrive at the final EEDI in grams per 
tonne-mile of CO2 produced.

In order to reduce the EEDI for a new ship, a 
number of measures are possible such as 
• optimized hull design
• optimizing main and auxiliary machinery
• use of innovative energy saving technologies 
• use of low-carbon fuel and renewable energy
• reduction in lightweight and increase in cargo 
capacity design for slower speed
  
Various research works are taking place with 
consideration of minimizing EEDI, in the field of 
naval architecture, mechanical domain, chemi-
cal engineering and energy engineering. 

Naval architects, with the help of Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics tools and Towing tank 
experiments are emphasizing on optimization 
of hull form, propeller shape, rudder shape.
  

Various computational software are developed 
which provides the value of optimum Trim of 
the ship. If the vessel is sailed at optimum trim, 
it will offer minimum fuel consumption. Naval 
architects are contributing in hydrodynamic 
structural optimization and lightweight reduc-
tion too.  

Mechanical engineers are providing support 
to reduce the EEDI by means of Main Engine 
control tuning, exhaust gas bypass tuning, 
waste heat recovery system and various emis-
sion control technologies such as exhaust gas 
recirculation, water in fuel, scrubber technol-
ogy for SOx, etc. 

The marine engines are designed and manufac-
tured to run on LNG which will reduce the CO2 
emission and subsequently reduce the EEDI. 

Apart from the above efforts, the various re-
searches are being undertaken to utilize the 

Abhijit Nalwade
R&D Department

SIMS, Lonavala

Innovative Techniques to reduce Energy Efficiency Design Index 

Continued on page 8
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Standards of Training, Certification and 
Watch keeping for Seafarers (STCW) 
The 2010 amendments

Safe operation of ships is depend-
ent on the health and competence 
of seafarers to a large extent. The 
IMO convention on Standards of 
Training, Certification and Watch 
keeping for Seafarers (STCW) is an 
exhaustive set of mandatory re-
quirements and guidance, devel-
oped to ensure that the minimum 
standards of seafarer’s health and 
competence are maintained uni-
formly across the globe. STCW 
convention came into existence 
in 1978. Since then, the conven-
tion has been amended on several 
occasions. The latest amendments 
to the STCW were carried out in 
Manila in the year 2010. These 
amendments are intended to 
ensure that STCW standards re-
main relevant and effective in the 
present scenario.

The STCW amendments, or in other words 
STCW 2010, have come into force from 1st 
January 2012. 

Transitional arrangements
All the requirements of the STCW 2010 
cannot be implemented immediately. IMO 
has allowed for transitional provisions for a 
period of five years after the date of entry 
into force. The revised convention will be 
fully in force from 1st January 2017. IMO 
has issued circulars advising the flag states 
(STCW.7/Circ”16 dated 24th May 2011) and 
port states (STCW.7/Circ”17 dated 24th 
May 2011) about the transitional arrange-
ments. Maritime administrations will be de-
veloping their own instruments and proce-
dures so that the all the requirements of the 
revised convention are fulfilled during the 
transitional period. 

Salient Features of the 2010 amendments:

Upgradation of certificate of competency 
(COC) of existing seafarers
Seafarers holding COCs issued as per 
STCW 95, will have to meet the new re-
quirements in order for their certificates 
to be revalidated beyond 1 January 2017. 
Administration will be introducing appro-
priate refresher (or upgradation) training 

standards in due course, incorporating the 
competency standards as per the revised 
convention. 

Changes in Rest Hour requirements
Companies and crew will be required to 
comply with the new minimum rest hour 
rules for seafarers. There is no transitional 
provision for this requirement and it is ef-
fective from 1st January 2012. The main 
requirements for rest hour are as follows:
1. Seafarers must always have 10 hours 

rest in any 24 hours period.
2. Minimum hours of rest in any 7 days pe-

riod is increased to 77 hours from exist-
ing 70 hours;

The scope for ‘rest hours’ is extended to 
all the shipboard personnel whose duties 
involve safety, prevention of pollution and 
security. From 1st January 2012, seafarers 
will need to review and sign a record of their 
work/rest hours periodically (typically at 
least once a month) to ensure they comply 
with the minimum rest hours stipulated. 
 
Safety Training 
Basic safety training has been enhanced 
to include modules on precautions to pre-
vent pollution of the marine environment, 
effective communications and human re-
lationships on board the ship. These com-
petencies may become a part of pre-sea or 
refresher (or upgradation) training.

Refresher Training 
An important feature of the Manila amend-
ments is the emphasis given to the need 
for seafarers’ standards of competence to 
be maintained throughout their careers.  All 
seafarers are now required to provide evi-
dence of appropriate levels of competence 
in basic safety training (including survival, 
fire-fighting, first aid, and personal safety) 
every five years. Much of this refresher 
training can be conducted on board and 
appropriate record may be maintained. For 
some of the competencies, shore based 
training will be required, as those refresher 
training cannot be given onboard due to the 
practical limitations.

Security Training  
In addition to existing specific training and 

certification requirements for Ship Secu-
rity Officers, new security familiarisation and 
training requirements have been introduced. 
All seafarers are required to receive security 
related familiarization and security aware-
ness training in accordance with section 
A-VI/6 paragraphs 1-4 of the STCW Code. 
These training courses will also include anti-
piracy elements. In brief, the following levels 
of the training courses will need to be done 
by the seafarers as per the new convention:
• Level One - Security Awareness (All crew 

members)
• Level Two - Person with Security Duties
• Level Three - Ship Security Officer - ISPS 

Code

Training for Deck Officers and Ratings 
Various changes to the STCW Competence 
Tables are included in the Manila amend-
ments.  Important examples include chang-
es to the tables specifying the minimum 
standard of competence for certification of 
deck officers, to include new topics such as 
operation of Electronic Chart Display and 
Information System (ECDIS), leadership, 
team-working skills and managerial skills. 
Additional emphasis has been given to envi-
ronment management.

ECDIS training
The revised convention also specifies the 
competence standards for deck officers 
at operation and management levels for 
ECDIS. They will need to acquire this com-
petence in order to join the vessels fitted 
with ECDIS. SOLAS chapter 5, regulation 19 
specifies the due dates for fitting ECDIS on-
board, as per the ship types and construction 
status. Hence the joining officers will need to 
possess course certificate for ECDIS as per 
standards laid out in STCW 2010. 

Training for Marine Engineer Officers and 
Ratings 
Introduction of new training scheme for ma-
rine engineer officers and changes to the 
tables specifying the minimum standards 
of competence for marine engineer officers 
have been made to include new topics such 
as leadership and team-working skills, envi-
ronmental awareness and managerial skills. 

New Seafarer Grades and Certification  
STCW 2010 introduces extensive training 
and certification requirements for the new 
grades of Able Seafarer Deck and Able Sea-
farer Engine. New competence standards 
and certification for the position of Electro-
Technical Officer and Electro-Technical Rat-
ing  have also been established. It should be 
noted that there are many interchangeable 



competences between the Able Seafarer 
Engine and the Electro-Technical Rating. 

Leadership and Teamwork 
For deck and engine officers, substantial 
new competence requirements related to 
leadership, teamwork and managerial skills 
have been added. Assertiveness training for 
all seafarers has also been included, given 
its importance not only for those who have 
the direct responsibility for operations, but 
also for those in lower grades who may 
have to communicate on safety matters with 
senior officers, the master and/or shore per-
sonnel. 

Specialised Training for working on-
board Tankers 
Minimum requirements for the training and 
qualifications of masters, officers and rat-
ings on oil, chemical and liquefied gas tank-
ers have been revised extensively. Tanker 
specific fire fighting module will also be re-
quired and may become a part of the tanker 
courses.

Holders of COC as deck officers or marine 
engineers are required to establish contin-
ued professional competence for working 
onboard tankers, at 5-yearly intervals.  

Sharing of information amongst parties
Latest by 1st Jan 2017, each party will, 
make the information on certificate of com-
petency, endorsement and dispensation 
available through electronic means in order 
to prevent fraud and unlawful practices. The 
information may also be made available to 
all other stakeholders to assist them in quick 
verification of certificates etc.

New entrants 
New entrants, aspiring to join seafaring 
profession, will begin their training as per 
the revised training programmes. Maritime 
training Institutes conducting pre-sea train-
ing will have to upgrade their course curricu-
lum as per the requirements of STCW 2010 
competency standards and then take ap-
proval from the administration. The revised 
training programmes will be introduced by 
the training institutes, latest by 1st January 
2013.

The 2010 amendments is an attempt to 
make the STCW more relevant in the con-
text of the modern day requirements. As 
with all such amendments a gap analysis 
would be required to assess the additional 
measures which needs to be implemented 
both onboard and ashore to ensure align-
ment with the revised requirements.
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readily available natural sources such as 
wind, solar, tidal powers to run the ship. 

The ship is towed with the help of huge kite 
to reduce the fuel consumption. The kite 
is controlled by the computer linked sen-
sors to ensure that they stayed filled and 
require little control from the crew. While 
the parasail’s use will be restricted to fair 
weather conditions, 100 million tons of car-
bon dioxide emissions could be eliminated 
every year. 
    
Not only the various auxiliaries such as 
boilers, auxiliary engines but main engine 
also can be run on the solar hybrid engines 
reducing the green house 
gas emission and saving 
20% of conventional fuel. 
The limitation of the solar 
energy is its availability in 
day time only.  

An unusual way to reduce 
ships’ fuel consumption is to 
make them wave-powered. 
Propulsion was gener-
ated by two horizontal fins 
mounted beneath the bow, 

at the front of the ship. Incoming waves 
cause these fins to move up and down, 
producing dolphin-like kicks of thrust and 
driving the ship forward at speeds of up to 
5 knots (9.25 kmph). Though, the research 
has been successfully done on catamaran, 
there is a scope to extrapolate this tech-
nique on merchant navy vessels. 
 
There are lots of other ways to reduce the 
EEDI which are not included in this article. 
But, the conclusion of this article is envi-
ronment saving awareness. All the above 
innovative techniques are towards minimiz-
ing the EEDI which is ultimately saving our 
environment, our Earth. 

Innovative Techniques to reduce Energy Efficiency
continued from page 6

Source: www.ecomarinepower.com

Source: www.skysails.info

Reducing fuel consumption through wave power
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Fresh Water Management Onboard

‘Water, water everywhere, not a 
drop to drink’.
It is indeed not a improbable situation 
that a ship sailing in the vast mass of 
water in the ocean may suffer from 
scarcity of drinking water on board!

Fresh water is required not only for the per-
sonal use of ship’s crew, it is also required for 
the ship’s equipments to run and the mainte-
nance of various equipments. The requirement 
of fresh water is critical for some of the equip-
ments such as cooling water systems and 
steam boilers for their upkeep and running. On 
chemical tankers, even the cargo tanks and 
pipelines are required to be cleaned with fresh 
water when there is a grade change. It is there-
fore essential to manage the fresh water sup-
ply, storage and distribution with utmost care. 
In this article, only fresh water is discussed and 
not drinking water as drinking water consump-
tion is meagre on board cargo ships. 

Fresh Water production on board
All the ships are fitted with one or two flash 
evaporators to make fresh water from sea wa-
ter. The condition of the fresh water generator 
is indicated by the quantity it is able to pro-
duce against the rated capacity. Factors such 
as condition of the heat exchangers, ability to 
maintain vacuum, capacity of the ejector and 
brine pump, main engine output etc. will affect 
the capacity of the distilling plant. Heat ex-
changer can be safeguarded against fouling by 

maintaining the operating parameters and with 
the addition of ‘scale preventing’ chemicals. 
Whenever the capacity of evaporator drops, 
the parameters will indicate the component af-
fected. By resorting to Planned Maintenance 
System, one can ensure the highest operating 
efficiency of the evaporator.     

Recording of Consumption trend
Engineers must log the daily consumption of 
fresh water. More than doing it as a duty, a 
quick analysis will indicate if there are serious 
issues such as leakages in the system. If the 
fresh water consumption is more than normal 
appreciably, an audit of the complete fresh wa-
ter system on board may be conducted to iso-
late defective section and set it right.

The leakage could be in any engine room 
equipments, accommodation or deck. Sec-
tions could be isolated and leaking part could 
be found out within minutes by watching the 
hydrophore system. Usual points of leakages 
are taps in WC’s, water coolers, galley and 
washing machine rooms in accommodation. 
On the deck it could be the leaking drain valves 
of cargo heating systems and drain lines of 
steam and condensate lines of steam driven 
deck machineries. In the engine room, fre-
quent checking of  bilge levels would indicate 
any water leakage.

Efficiency in fresh water usage
Domestic supply of fresh water to accommo-
dation form a small part of the daily consump-
tion, provided water is used judiciously and 
not wasted. Fresh Water is consumed in large 
quantities in machinery space both for run-
ning & maintenance and in chemical tankers 
for tank cleaning routines. It is this area where 
control has to be effective to prevent leakages. 

It is worthwhile mentioning some good marine 
engineering practices; while carrying out main-
tenance of heat exchangers, it is advisable to 
use fresh water for cleaning the sea water side 
to remove salt deposits. However this can be 
resorted towards the end of cleaning proce-
dure and not throughout cleaning process. Ex-
haust boiler gas side cleaning with water can 
be done after a good soot blowing operation, 
reducing the dependence on water. Engineer 
performing the Boiler water test must bear in 
mind that boiler water sample cooler is cooled 

by fresh water and not to leave it open beyond 
necessity. In any case, this drain can also be 
led to the cooling water tank.

Additional resources of fresh water
Engineers can resort to salvage fresh water 
produced in the normal course of vessel op-
eration. The largest source of fresh water is 
the Main Engine air cooler air side drains. The 
condensate quantity can reach as much as 
evaporator capacity depending on the location 
of the ship and humidity conditions of the at-
mosphere. Normally this is led to cooling water 
D.B. tanks from where the contents are emp-
tied through fire pump. This water can easily 
be used for Main Engine cooling systems and 
normal domestic fresh water supply. The water 
can be tested before use. Of course, this water 
may have little salt carried over from marine 
atmosphere and hence not advisable to use in 
steam boilers as feed water. However, it can 
definitely be used for maintenance activities 
such as cleaning heat exchangers or washing 
exhaust boilers.

The second area is the air-conditioning plant 
cooling section where condensate collects and 
drains away to the sea. This could be led to 
the cooling water tank, except here, we need 
a filter to prevent flying insects coming into the 
tank, especially in port.

Rain water harvesting is an option but care has 
to be taken to prevent sea water mixing due to 
spray from the sea in rough weather.

Conclusion
Crew on board must be often reminded of the 
value of fresh water and given tips to conserve 
water, such as not leaving the tap open while 
brushing the teeth or shaving. The author has 
the personal experience of noticing a higher 
consumption of fresh water whenever water 
rationing was exercised on board the ship. The 
reasoning is that many taps are left in open 
state when the water supply is shut and when 
supply is resumed; it takes time for crew to no-
tice the open taps. If good water management 
policy is adopted, there is no need of water ra-
tioning on board and the Master has a happy 
crew on his vessel. 

S.Viswanathan
Principal

SIMS, Lonavala



Dismounting a Rudder
To replace the lower Pintle Bush

As sailors are well aware, the 
rudder bearings are subjected to 
some of the most arduous operat-
ing conditions at sea; as they are 
frequently subjected to impact 
loading and also to the lack of lu-
brication due to ship’s movement. 

The vessel depicted in the picture needed 
renewal of the rudder lower pintle bush and 
hence the rudder had to be dismounted. 
The main aim of this article is to provide our 
readers an idea as how a rudder is generally 
dismounted.

Pintle bearings wear down normally occurs 
because of following factors
• Edge loads caused by misalignment and 

overhung loads
• Mud/ dirt in voyages made in river waters 

such as Amazon, Hooghly Rivers, etc.
• Forces on the rudder blade as well as 

temperature fluctuations and speed. 
• Repeated shock loading.

Metallic (Bronze) pintle bearings are suitable 
when loads are moderate and speeds are 
high enough to create a continuous hydro-
dynamic lubricating film. Metallic bearings 
are being replaced by non-metallic DuPont 
Thordon bearings or Orkott composite bear-
ings, which are more suitable. The other 
advantages of non-metallic bearings are 
that they are easily machinable and have 
high resistance to shock loading and vibra-
tions, low coefficient of friction, high abrasion 
resistance and are more suited to operate 
where murky water is the lubricant. 

The pintle bearing shown below was worn 
beyond the allowable limits and in all prob-
ability because of rudder misalignment.

Once the rudder is removed, 
the worn non-metallic bearing 
or for that matter any synthet-
ic bearing is removed from the 
pintle housing by cutting two 
vertical slits spaced a short 
distance apart in the bearing 
internals itself. On comple-
tion of cutting of the slits the 
smaller strip is removed and 
thereafter the remainder is 
pushed out quite easily.

The picture below shows the vertical slits 
cut in the pintle bearing for ease of removal.

Fitting of the new non-metallic Thordon 
bearing was done by freeze fitting once 
the bearing was machined to a size recom-
mended by the Makers of bearing material. 
Freeze fitting was done by placing the new-
ly machined bearing in a container where 
nitrogen vapour was introduced until the 
required diameter reduction was achieved. 
The picture below shows the container 
made for Freeze fitting.   

Please refer to Fig. 1- 4 for rough sketches of 
the rudder with the rudder stock and pintle 
pin arrangement to provide various stages 
of rudder dismouting. 

The rudder stock penetrates the hull of the 
ship, attaches to the tiller of the Steering 
gear which imparts a rotation to the rudder. 
The rudder stock is an interference fit to the 
rudder and held in place with a very large 
nut that is locked in place generally by tack 
welding. Access to the nut is via a remov-

able panel which is either bolted or welded 
on the rudder itself.

The pintle pin is the hinge pin for the rudder. 
It carries about 95% of the horizontal force 
of the rudder when the rudder is turned. The 
pintle pin is secured in a pintle pin bore in the 
rudder and held in place with a nut. The pin 
is forced on with significant force to form an 
interference fit. The rudder is held vertically 
by the pintle pin riding in a bearing surface 
on the rudder horn and by the rudder stock.
The access panels in the rudder are either 
unbolted or cut out after the ship is in dry- 
dock. The rudder is held in place with chain 
blocks and the rudder stock nut is then re-
moved. The rudder is then lowered and tilted 
until the pintle pin is free of its bearing sur-
face in the rudder horn. The rudder is then 
removed and set up vertically in a work bay. 
The pintle pin nut access panel is removed 
and the pintle pin nut is removed. The pintle 
pin is then removed. 

Shown below are some drawings indicating 
the components and the step-by-step proc-
ess of disassembling of the rudder steering 
drive system.
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Fig. 1. Supporting the rudder with chain blocks

Continued on page 12

Syed Mohammad
Manager, Technical Support
ESM, Singapore
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legislation (conventions, codes, guidelines, 
etc.) that they are signatories to. The man-
datory rest hour rules as per STCW 2010 
(Manila amendments) and ILO 180 / MLC 
2006 deal with the various fatigue aspects: 
work hours, rest periods, crew competency 
and watch keeping practices. Besides being 
part of STCW and MLC conventions these 
rules are relevant to the implementation of 
the mandatory ISM code as well. The ISM 
code requires operators to “maintain their 
ship in conformity with the provisions of the 
relevant rules and regulations.” Ensuring 
that those on board are not fatigued and 
fit to undertake their duty relevant to the 
maintenance of the ship in this context as 
it has an effect upon the seaworthiness of 
the ship. 

The implementation and compliance with 
the rest hours rules has come under in-
creased scrutiny in recent times. PSC in-
spectors and Oil major vetting inspectors 
are scrutinizing the seafarers’ rest hours 
records including cross-checking with other 
shipboard logs to monitor and ensure actual 
compliance on board.

Maintaining rest hour records
The company’s SMS requires each crew 
member to maintain records of his rest 
hours, the senior officers are required to 
ensure that the rest hours are monitored 
and that they are in compliance with the re-
quirements. Since the records are the sole 
means of demonstrating compliance to PSC 
and other external agencies it is imperative 
that they are maintained accurately and fac-
tually. This is where it is important for the 
ship’s staff to understand the rest hour re-
quirements and its implementation as per 
the company procedures.

Often there is a misconception that non 
compliance with the requirements on par-
ticular occasions is unacceptable. The rules 
and the Company procedures provide suit-
able means to address non compliance with 
rest hours should this occur onboard. The 
Master can report instances when the rest 
hours cannot be complied with to the office 
and seek guidance on how the situation can 
be mitigated.

Rest Hours
Understanding the Requirements 

Cause analysis of marine accident 
investigations from the past few 
years have identified fatigue as 
one of the contributory factors. 
Fatigue is a known factor that  
affects personnels in most indus-
tries. In shipping, the efficiency of 
performance is also influenced by 
fatigue and so it is not just watch-
keepers who are likely to be af-
fected but other crew members 
as well. While world trade has 
witnessed exponential growth, 
concurrently a combination of 
minimal manning, rapid turna-
rounds in port, short sea passages 
and adverse weather and traffic 
conditions, finds seafarers work-
ing longer hours with insufficient 
opportunities for recuperative rest. 
A seafarer who does not get suf-
ficient rest will become tired, a 
tired seafarer is an unsafe sea-
farer. Fatigue increases incidence 
of human error, which translates 
to increased risk of collisions or 
groundings as well as personal in-
jury and injury to others.

Recognizing that the underlying cause of 
many  accidents at sea is seafarer fatigue, 
the International Labour Organisation (ILO) 
and International Maritime Organisation 
(IMO) have issued various conventions and 
other instruments that address fatigue. ILO 
Convention No. 180, which was adopted by 
the International Labour Conference intro-
duced for the first time, a comprehensive 
international provisions to establish limits 
on seafarers’ maximum working hours or 
minimum rest periods so as to maintain 
safe ship operations and minimize fatigue. 
IMO introduced the STCW Convention that 
required Administrations to establish and 
enforce rest period requirements for the 
purpose of preventing seafarer fatigue and 
ensuring that seafarers are fit for duty. The 
STCW minimum rest hours after the 2010 
Manila amendments are harmonized with 
the work hour requirements adopted by the 
International Labour Organization including 
the ILO Maritime Labour Convention (MLC).

The new STCW rest hour requirements 
will enter into force in January 2012 and 

introduce stricter minimum require-
ments than those currently in force. 
The revised rest hour requirements 
are summarized as under - 

• Minimum of 77 hours of rest in 
any 7 day period

• Minimum of 10 hours of rest in any 24 
hour period

• Daily rest (of minimum 10 hrs) not split 
into more than 2 periods one of which 
must be 6 consecutive hours

• Interval between rest periods must not 
be more than 14 hours

On certain types of vessels the workload 
can be higher in periods for example dur-
ing a tank cleaning operation. As per the 
new amendments it will become possible to 
make some exceptions. 

Weekly exception clause
• Any exception must always allow a 

minimum of 70 hours rest in any 7 day 
period

• Weekly exceptions cannot be used for 
more than two consecutive weeks

• The intervals between two periods of 
exceptions shall not be less than twice 
the duration of the exception.

Daily exception clause
• Daily exception allowing the 10 hours to 

be split into 3 periods, one must be 6 
hours in length the other two must be a 
minimum of 1 hour in length. 

• Can only be used for 2 x 24 hour periods 
in a 7 day period

In addition to the above, the latest STCW 
rest hours rules stipulate that – 
• From January 2012, seafarers will need 

to review and sign a record of their work/ 
rest hours periodically (typically at least 
once a month) to ensure they comply 
with the minimum rest hours stipulated. 
These records may be inspected during 
Port State Control inspections.

• The rest hour limits now apply to most 
seafarers on board, including masters 
and not only watchkeepers as had pre-
viously been the case.

Enforcement 
The IMO STCW convention states that in 
order to comply with the requirements of 
the STCW code “each administration shall, 
for the purpose of preventing fatigue estab-
lish and enforce rest periods for watchkeep-
ers”. Each individual Flag Administration 
is responsible for the implementation and 
enforcement of national and international 

Capt. Prem Prakash
Nautical Faculty

SIMS, Mumbai
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At the end of the day factual and realistic 
records are as important as the rest that the 
crew gets whilst performing their duties on-
board.  

CREWS Software 
At first glance it may look like an easy task 
to calculate the hours, but there can be 
many misunderstandings, made by seafar-
ers as well as Port State and vetting inspec-
tors. One common misunderstanding that 
exists is with the rules for daily and weekly   
 

rest periods. The daily and weekly rest pe-
riod requirements are to be met for ‘any 24 
hours period’ and not just the 24 hours pe-
riod from 0000-2400 hrs in a calendar day. 
Similarly the rules apply for any 7 days pe-
riod and not only the calendar week. When 
monitoring compliance, it is always the 
‘worst’ case (in any 24 hr or 7 day period) 
that counts. Most of us are used to an excel 
sheet in which we record our work and rest 
hours. But with so many regulations in force 
(either running concurrently or partially ex-
cluded, dependent on the trading region), it 
is virtually impossible to manually calculate 
or even anticipate the violations that may 
ensue from a given pattern of work or rest 
over any given period. It is therefore, im-
perative that the users and evaluators have 
a friendly tool to enter the data and instantly 
see the warnings or violations. Recognising 
this need, SIMS Mumbai has developed an
in-house customised software “CREWS” 
(Company Rest and Workhours System)  
which caters to the complex regulations un-
der ILO, STCW and OPA 90 etc. The soft-
ware complies with the STCW 2010 (Manila 
amendments) Chapter VIII Section A-VIII/1 
(including exceptions) and other internation-
al regulations. It computes the results and 

instantly shows the user, the status for 
compliance/ non-compliance of the work-
ing hours v/s the regulations. The relevant 
clause under which the violation occurs is 
also displayed. The results are exported 
to “Reports Section” designed as per the 
company’s prescribed format.

To conclude -
The regulations on hours of rest must be 
met to ensure health and safety on board.  
In order to meet the requirements, the rest  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
hour regulations must always form part of 
the work planning on board. In observing 
the rest period requirements, “overriding 
operational conditions” should be con-
strued to mean only essential shipboard 
work which cannot be delayed for safety 
or environmental reasons or which could 
not reasonably have been anticipated at 
the commencement of the voyage. Sub-
sequently, the master of the ship must 
ensure that the seamen concerned get 
sufficient rest. 

From a third party perspective maintaining 
records of rest hours is equally important 
to demonstrate compliance, there is in-
tense focus on rest hour regulations by 
port state regimes and it would not be un-
common for serious non compliance to be 
viewed as a detainable deficiency.

For seafarers and managers alike, it is 
absolutely essential that the rest hours 
requirements and regulations are under-
stood and complied with. There are good 
reasons for the existence of these regula-
tions and is being viewed with utmost seri-
ouness by the maritime fraternity.

Trust above has provided you with a fair idea 
of how a rudder is dismounted for filing away 
this useful information for any future reference 
and usage.

Fig. 3. Moving the rudder and pintle pin 
    assembly away from the ships hull

Fig. 2. Removing the rudder stock nut

Fig. 4. Removing the pintle pin and nut from 
the rudder

Customised software “CREWS” (Company Rest and Workhours System) for ESM

Dismounting a Rudder,
continued from page 10
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An Ode To Merchant Navy
An Ode to my father and brother …

When the whole world asleep, eerie and  silent,
the vessel  cruises across the howling wind and ocean
the  sailor awake, alert and Waiting 
fixed eyes on the dark and far away horizon
Tired limbs, but watchful mind
Across the sea and across the country
He belongs to the Merchant Navy.

Not so tall, dark and handsome.
but fit and firm and may a bit lonesome.
loves the ship and knows how to navigate
Undaunted by mighty sea but intimidated  of dates
Frightening the pirates  while manoeuvring the ship
An Unending saga sending shivers up your spine
Love them or leave them
But don’t forget to greet them.

Whenever you see them, give them a smile
Not with your sympathy but with respect worthwhile
Unbending and relentless in dedication and pursuit 
I do insist that they all deserve a salute.
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Shall I go for an MBA

With my years at sea and ashore in-
cluding heading the pre-sea campus 
of one of the world’s topmost mari-
time training institute at the mo-
ment, like many of my generation 
seafarers I have had never walked 
into a classroom of a manage-
ment college or institute. However, 
interestingly when I look around 
these days and in fact, many times,  
although it does not come into my 
purview of training the seafarers, 
the question does come across to 
me from many bright and ambitious 
young seafarers, “Shall I go for a 
formal management degree to en-
hance my career prospects? 

So, here I am, with my practical knowledge 
as an ex-seafarer and a maritime trainer with 
my view point and suggestions for the young 
generation who will enter this profession in the 
coming years.

Taking important career decisions are one of 
the biggest challenges that we face in our life. 
The fact of life is that, sometimes it is the cir-
cumstances, sometimes the available opportu-
nities and sometimes just by sheer chance we 
get into a career or profession. However, the 
best part of life is that any average intelligent 
individual can successfully choose from a wide 
range of career and flourish through sheer 
hard work and dedication.

Why does a young seafarer think of a formal 
management degree? The expectations from 
this degree may include a better job ashore, 
possibility to grow more in the profession, 
better pay packet, better family life etc. It is 
advisable to weigh the pros and cons of the 
prospective shore career that a young seafarer 
may get after completing a management pro-
gramme vs. the shore job that he will certainly 
get under the big umbrella of shipping industry, 
after his sincere services at sea.

Shipping industry is very well established to-
day. The industry offers decent pay packets 
and tremendous opportunity for career growth. 
Shipping professionals switching to shore 
based jobs after serving at sea at senior po-
sitions, command no less respect in the soci-
ety than management graduates working in 
corporate business houses. Most of the ship-
ping professionals managing the challenges 
of ship or port operations from ashore do not 
have any formal management degree. How-

ever, they are no less qualified as compared 
to their counterparts in other shore industries 
or corporate houses w.r.t. managerial skills, 
pay packets or their strata in the society. Were 
the shore management team of the shipping 
industry weak in managerial skills, the shipping 
industry would not have flourished! 

To be more specific, the shipping industry has 
grown without the involvement of branded 
management professionals. Even today, the 
key persons in the shipping companies are not 
MBAs. Many of the seafarers have gone very 
high in their profession and have eventually 
established their own companies employing 
large numbers of qualified professionals, prov-
ing that anything is achievable in this industry. 
A few of them also own ships!!

How do these ship managers acquire the 
managerial skills without MBA degree? While 
dealing with the adversities of the sea and ship 
operations, one acquires the practical mana-
gerial skills. The skills get honed while climb-
ing up the ladder, first while working at sea and 
then working ashore. A few years of practical 
work experience in managing the technical 
and other affairs is much more valuable than 
equivalent number of years of education in a 
business school. 

The complexities of shipping industry have 
been very well managed by people who are 
generally not MBAs. Many times MBA degree 
is perceived to be good for switching over from 
seafaring profession to other lucrative profes-
sions in shore corporate houses. For a young 
seafarer, it is like choosing a career path in 
unknown domain over the certain career pros-
pects the shipping industry has to offer. The 
idea is not to discourage any young seafarer 
from choosing that path. He should take an 
informed decision based on facts and figures. 

The shore job experience of a seafarer in a 
typical corporate house after completion of 
management degree can be frustrating. His 
expectation for the salaries will be higher. The 
expectations get compounded as he has to 
cover up for the loss in earning and time he 
spent during his management. He would be 
expecting a senior position and would not be 
willing to start from scratch. The shore corpo-

rate houses may not value him in the same 
way. He is new to their industry and hence will 
not have experience and core expertise com-
pared to a person who has grown up in the 
same industry. For a corporate house, sourc-
ing a person of the required skill may be much 
cheaper and effective as compared to hiring a 
seafarer with MBA degree and high expecta-
tions.

Most of the business schools are known to 
fill up their seats based on the selection test 
and ability of the candidate to pay the course 
fee. They do not really counsel the candidates 
about the expected enhancement in their ca-
reer after completion of the management pro-
gramme. 

In the recent past, many  young Indian seafar-
ers have shown craze for an MBA programme. 
One of the reasons could be the ‘Herd men-
tality’. People are influenced by their peers to 
adopt certain behaviors or follow trends. Only 
very few smart ones think clearly about the 
end objective. That the  seafarers do suffer 
from the herd mentality is amply demonstrated 
when the entire ship staff land up purchasing 
the same item picked up by one of them on 
an impulsive buy earlier. Many regret the pur-
chase but many pass it off as a bad choice. 
But, unfortunately choosing a career change 
like an MBA may not be easy to pass off to a 
bad choice since it cost both good amount of 
money and time.

The key mantra to success is to work with full 
commitment and sincerity. For the achievers, 
it hardly mattered whether they had an engi-
neering or medicine degree or whether they 
did MBA from a coveted Institute or not. They 
took decisions of their own. They carefully 
weighed the options they had and were not 
influenced by un-thoughtful advice received 
from others because they believed in them-
selves. They passionately dedicated them-
selves in whatever they did. 

Follow your dreams. Put in sincere hard work 
you will prosper in life. Degrees or qualifica-
tions will not be a handicap. Shipping industry 
offers variety of options at shore and unlimited 
possibilities for growth exists for the deserv-
ing ones. 

Remain focused and follow your chosen pro-
fession with full passion, 
you will definitely suc-
ceed. 

Maneesh Jha
Vice Principal

SIMS, Mumbai
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Being Emergency Fit

As a ship manager, we are inter-
ested in being a  smoothly oper-
ated shipping company and that 
is one of the prime objectives of 
shipping both operationally and 
commercially. To achieve this ob-
jective it is important to ensure 
that all operations contribute to-
wards safe and clean shipping in 
order to enhance our reputation or 
at the very least protect our repu-
tation if any of our ships are un-
fortunate enough to be involved 
in an incident. The best way to 
protect our reputation and indeed 
enhance it, is to be emergency fit.

Capt. Clive Reed from  the maritime law firm 
Ince & Co, UK,  presented an interesting talk 
during the ESM officers Seminar at Lona-
vala. His talk focused on Error chains and 
Emergency Response with some insight 
into the legal implications resulting from in-
cidents and near misses both for the ship’s 
crew and Vessel Managers or Owners. Fol-
lowing article is based on his presentation.  

Managing Emergencies
The main objectives of all the shipping com-
panies are the same:
1. Smooth and efficient operation
2. Safe and clean shipping
3. Reputation enhancement/protection
4. Minimise the possibility of “incidents”
5. React and manage incidents with as little 

disruption as possible

Being Emergency fit would entail not only 
being able to deal with an incident but also 
have practices in place to deal with the con-
sequences of an investigation or a potential 
legal process. 

All companies have an Emergency Re-
sponse Plan which would be implemented 
should any of the vessels be involved in an 
incident.

However in current day circumstances it is 
important to realize that the response must 
also encompass preservation of evidence 
and facts which would be vital in from the 
context of an investigation.

Treating Every Incident as a potential 
Emergency
This is especially crucial in the event of an 

incident where it appears like the fault does 
not lie with our own vessel. The tendency 
in such a case is usually to be in a state 
of misplaced comfort where preserving evi-
dence and information is not seen as some-
thing that is necessary as the entire fault is 
perceived to lie with the opponent vessel or 
entity.

To illustrate this, Capt. Clive Reed explained 
the case of the Hebei Spirit in exacting de-
tail. Whilst one would imagine a vessel at 
anchor unlikely to be held accountable 
for the collision caused by another vessel 
which was underway, the local judiciary 
thought otherwise. In this case, the lack of 
evidence and information to support the  
Hebei Spirit resulted in the prosecution 
blaming the Ship’s crew for the spill which 
as we are aware resulted in the Master and 
Chief Officer being held for a long period 
of time on criminal charges. For Seafarers 
and operators it is crucial to realize that evi-
dence determines the outcome of an judicial 
process, the ship’s crew would be unable to 
prove their innocence if the evidence to sup-
port the same is not available irrespective of 
how faultless they are.

In the case of the Hebei spirit there was a 
host of accusations by the prosecution such 
as the unavailability of the VDR data, inac-
tion of the Crew, inadequate procedures etc 
which could not be entirely disproved due to 
lack of contradictory evidence.

Even a Near Miss can have serious con-
sequences
The other more unfortunate situation that 
a vessel may find itself is to be involved in 
case where it is held liable for an incident 
that it was not involved in. To elucidate 
these peculiar circumstances, Capt. Clive 
Reed discussed the case of the VLCC 
Tosa which had a close quarters situation 
with a fishing vessel without any contact off 
the Taiwanese Coast. The fishing vessel 
cleared the VLCC and capsized 20 minutes 
later leading to loss of life. Being unaware 
of what had transgressed, the second of-
ficer did not inform the Master of the Near 
Miss and no effort was made to collect any 
evidence to support the vessel’s case. The 
Taiwanese authorities arrested the vessel 
and held the crew on criminal charges. Sad-
ly one of the main reasons why the ship’s 
crew defense could not be robust enough to 
fight the charges was the lack of evidence to 
prove their innocence.

Ensuring effective response
The above cases highlight the need for ship 

officers to execute their Emergency Re-
sponse Plan to the appropriate extent, even 
in cases where incidents result from the 
obvious fault of another vessel, or a “Near 
Miss” situation without an actual incident. 
The crucial aspect would be to report the 
occurrence and preserve the evidence for 
that time. Once a port state takes over the 
judicial process, there is always an intense 
focus to prosecute the easy targets, i.e the 
ship and its crew. In such situations, even 
the most clear-cut cases can be turned 
against the vessel if the evidence to the 
contrary is insufficient. 

In all cases, it is prudent for ship staff to re-
port any such Near Misses or incidents, no 
matter how insignificant they may seem to 
the company. The company’s Safety Man-
agement System has adequate measures 
to facilitate such reporting and deal with 
them appropriately. In all likelihood, the 
shore support will have better access to 
guidance and expertise to ensure that the 
vessel’s interests are protected. To be ef-
fective, the Emergency Response has to 
be coordinated between the ship and the 
shore.

While being ‘emergency fit,’ achieved 
through established procedures and drills 
is absolutely essential, the ideal situation 
(for a seafarer) is to avoid being involved 
in an incident. For this to be possible, it is 
important to identify the error chain, typi-
cally a string of smaller (minor?) events that 
may lead to an incident. It is imperative that 
every person in the shipboard team takes 
an active role in identifying and breaking 
this error chain. Failure to do so is like in-
viting the risk of a marine incident and the 
its telling consequences, especially for the 
ship’s crew.”

By Capt. Rajesh Subramanian, ESM, Singa-
pore based on Capt. Clive Reed’s presentation 
during ESM Officer’s Seminar.

Capt. Clive Reed from the maritime law 
firm Ince & Co, UK during ESM Officers’ 
seminar
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Following incident took place when 
the author was sailing as fourth 
engineer in a cargo ship. Ships’ en-
gineers found the speed of the run-
ning Alternator - Diesel engine was 
fluctuating. As it is next to impos-
sible to parallel standby alternator 
in this condition, it was decided to 
have a short black-out to enable 
steady power supply. Subsequent 
investigations and corrective actions 
emphasize the need for following 
planned maintenance system with-
out fail.

Events leading to the incident
The vessel was at sea with No1 diesel en-
gine driven alternator running and taking full 
sea load is normal. While taking rounds in the 
machinery spaces during the watch, duty en-
gineer heard humming sound everywhere in 
the engine room, especially near the running 
electrical motors. On reaching the control room 
it was noticed that all the measuring instru-
ments of various electrical parameters such 
as voltage, frequency, current etc on the Main 
Switch Board (MSB) were fluctuating. Senior 
engineers were called to the engine room for 
assistance and set right the fault.

Realizing that the engine rpm was fluctuating, 
the engineers decided to have a short black-
out as it was impossible to synchronize No2.
alternator in this condition. Navigating officer 
on wheel house was informed and Main en-

gine & other auxiliaries were stopped. Standby 
alternator was started, running alternator was 
disconnected from the Main Switch Board 
(MSB) and incoming alternator was connected 
to the MSB. Main engine was re-started and 
ship resumed sailing again within five minutes. 
However a good four hours passed for the en-
gineers to trouble shoot and rectify the fault in 
No1 alternator-engine.

Trouble Shooting
Since no one had any clue as to the cause of 
the fault, it was decided to check the engine 
and the alternator thoroughly. The engineers 
checked the crankcase, turbo charger, crank-
case oil quality and quantity, and made sure 
all running gear was free by turning the engine 
by hand cranking. As everything inspected 
was found satisfactory, the engine was blown 
through and started. The RPM of the engine 
was noticed fluctuating again on ‘No Load’. As 
they found, along-with the fuel pump racks, 
governor terminal shaft and RPM fluctuating, 
engineers stopped the engine and replaced 
the governor oil. This also did not solve the 
problem.

By then it was felt that at 250 Hrs routine could 
be carried out and all the listed items were 
taken up one by one. When the fuel supply line 
filters were opened for inspection, they were 
found to be partially chocked and required 
cleaning. After completing the routine mainte-
nance, the engine was tried out satisfactorily. 
Obviously, clogged fuel filters were affecting 
the free flow of fuel to the engine causing fluc-

1. Why is it not possible to parallel an-
other alternator, in case the rpm of the 
running alternator is fluctuating?

2. What is the effect of continued running 
of electric motors when the voltage 
and frequency are fluctuating?

3. What can be the causes for the fuel 
filter clogging in spite of purifying the 
fuel?

1. Progressive soot deposits on the inside of 
the valve body of the mentioned butterfly 
valve had prevented the valve from opening 
fully. This fact is evident from the narration, 
since it is mentioned that there had been 
previous indications of a possible malfunc-
tion.  Each time the valve had refused to 
open fully, the electrical officer had affected 
a short cut to the issue by adjusting the mi-
cro switch. This development could have 
been prevented in the first place if the ship 

Based on the positive number of 
feedbacks and responses from our 
readers on the previous case study, 
here’s a compilation of the answers 
received.

Responses for Danger of High Oxygen Content in Inert Gas System: Issue 15 (Oct 2011)

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through 
this case study. Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.

staff had been particular about the following:
• By following correct operating procedure for 

the air sealing valve during the shut down 
of the plant, the progressive soot collection 
could have been avoided.

• There is a chance that control pressure is 
not adequate enough to open the valve fully 
because of either choked filter or sluggish 
operation of spool in control valve. 

2. Oxygen content was rising as sufficient gas 
flow was not available from the boiler up-
take due to partial opening of the valve. This 
should have caused fresh air to leak through 
blower glands or fresh air intake valve.

• For gas freeing, same blower is being used. 
If valve is not holding, the chances of air will 
mix with IG and O2 content can raise.

From the details provided and your 
knowledge about the diesel engines, 
please provide answers to the follow-
ing regarding this case study:

Trouble Shooting of Alternator Speed Fluctuation
S.Viswanathan, Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

tuation in RPM of the engine.

Moral of the story
In this case, fuel supply affects RPM and RPM 
affect the Governor input & output and finally 
the Governor controls the fuel rack completing 
the loop. In such cases, it will be more diffi-
cult to pinpoint the fault and rectify. It was a 
chance discovery (good luck of engineers) of 
the clogged fuel filters rather than professional 
approach. The engineers in this case, could 
find out the cause of malfunction and rectify the 
fault in a few hours time. Whenever a fault is 
noticed in any equipment/system, simple initial 
checks could be done to eliminate usual and 
recurrent events such as filter clogging, a valve 
or cock partially closed, a trip switch activated 
etc. before getting ready to attack the serious 
causes, the chances of its occurrence is rare.

• After the gas freeing operation, the condi-
tion of joint on the blank flange if not proper 
may allow air to be sucked in along with IG 
resulting in a rise in oxygen content.

3. Not following ‘operating instructions’ as giv-
en in the instruction manual. Gas sealing air 
supply must be opened when IG system is 
not in use to prevent deposits in the valve.

• IG system checks to be carried out at regu-
lar intervals for proper operation.

• Planned maintenance system (PMS) to be 
carried out.

• Senior Engineer to be informed when a mal-
function is noticed.

• Strictly no shortcuts, like the one attempted 
by the electrical officer, especially when it 
can compromise the safety of the ship.

CASE STUDY



If you miss the train i’m on you, you will know that i am gone when you 
can hear the whistle blow a 500 _____
Saves you the pain of using the hand led line
Is the sibling of jetty
All the compass agrees to give this to you
For the star gazers and the moon watchers
Transmits vibrations
Engine droppings
This little guy guides the big fat rope

Across

Down
The tattoo you will find on popeye’s arm
Tie her(ship) right,and hold her tight
Process of taking food for ship to run
The fancy word for drain hole onboard
You are more educated than him but he just might 
know more than you
Translational motion about the vertical axis
llopsca-the anagram of _____
The 22nd star on the 1992 nautical almanac
In case of emergency onboard ,your postion will be 
transmitted by this
______ radar transponder
Vessel named after this great cannal did not have a 
good fate
Arc of rational horizon or angle at celestial pole 
contained between celestial meridian passing through 
observer and vertical circle passing through celestial 
body

2.
3.
6.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

1.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
18.

1 2 3 15

17 4 14

5

13 9

16 6

7

11 10

8 12

18

Crossword Puzzle

1.Nautical mile   2.Anchor                 3.Mooring                4.Echosounder
5.Wharf              6.Bearing(across)   6.Bunkering(down)  7.Sextant
8.Transponder   9.Scupper              10.Bilge(across)      10.Bosun(down)
11.Yawing        12.Scallop                13.Cappela             14.Epirb
15.Sart             16.MV suez              17.Azimuth             18.Gant line

Answers:

CDT Digvijay Singh Rawal
CDT Hrishiraj Debnath
CDT Suraj Sahane 
(from left to right) 
DNS-13
SIMS, Lonavala
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Know your Ship
Semi-Pressurised Gas Carrier

In the “Know your Ship“section of 
the 11th Issue of Samundra Spirit, 
October 2010 we had provided the 
readers an insight into the types of 
Gas Carriers as briefly summarized 
below 
•	 Fully pressurised Gas Ships.
•	 Semi Pressurised/ Refrigerated 

Ships (Semi/ Fully Refrigerated)
•	 Fully Refrigerated Gas Ships.
We had subsequently gone on to 
describe a Very Large (Fully Refriger-
ated) Gas Carriers (VLGC) in detail.
Continuing on the subject of Gas 
Carriers in this issue we will be dis-
cussing about Semi - Pressurized/ 
Refrigerated Gas Ships.

The Semi-Pressurized/ Semi-refrigerated 
ships (which are now quite rare) ranges up to 
5,000 m3 in size. Their construction is based 
on carrying propane at a pressure of 8.5 kg/
cm2, and a temperature of -10°C. 

The Semi-Pressurized/ Fully-refrigerated ships 
generally range up to 20,000 m3. They can be 
designed to carry the full range of cargoes in 
cylindrical or spherical tanks and are designed 
for a minimum service temperature of - 48°C 
and a working pressure of approx 5 to 8 kg/
cm².

General description
Semi Pressurized / Fully Refrigerated Ships 
are fitted with a refrigeration plant that pro-
vides a fully refrigerated ability while having 
a high design pressure for the cargo tanks 
(Pressure vessels), albeit below that required 
for fully Pressurized carriage. More volume of 
cargoes can be carried on these type of ships 
compared to fully pressurized ships.

Construction
The inner hull volume is used more efficiently 
than the fully pressurized vessels and the 
number of tanks varies from two to six. A dou-
ble bottom is constructed for ballast water and 
the hold space around the cargo tanks. The 
hold spaces does not need to be inerted.

Cargo containment system and instrumen-
tation arrangement
A cargo containment system is the total ar-
rangement for containing cargo including, 
where fitted
• A primary barrier (the cargo tank),

• Secondary barrier (if fitted),
• Associated thermal insulation
• Any intervening spaces, and 
• Adjacent structure, if necessary, for 

the support of these elements

Cargo tanks are supported on Load bearing 
blocks provided between tank bottom. Load 
bearing seat of steel structure are installed on 
the double bottom for the tank support. The 
cargo carried on board may be refrigerated 
hence the tanks are provided with a insulation 
to reduce the heat ingress in the cargo sys-
tem.  The cargo hold is fitted with a bilge alarm 
and gas detection sensors to have early warn-
ing of any leak from the containment system.

Cargo Tank Pressure Relief arrangement
Each cargo tank is provided with two pres-
sure relief valves as per the IGC requirement. 
The typical pilot operated relief valve is as 
shown.The Safety relief valves can be tested 
on board with Nitrogen system. The valves 
are sealed to avoid inadvertent tampering 
with set pressure setting. These safety valves 
are overhauled and tested by a competent 
adjuster when in dry-dock or as per the flag 
requirement. 

Cargo Tank Pumping arrangement
Deepwell pumps are the most common type 
of cargo pump for LPG ships. The pump is op-
erated electrically or hydraulically by a motor, 
which is flange mounted outside the tank. The 
drive shaft is guided in carbon bearings inside 
the discharge tubes and these bearings are in 
turn lubricated and cooled by the cargo flowed 
up the discharge tube.

Layout of Semi Pressurized/ Fully Refriger-
ated Ships Gas Carrier
For cargoes carried at temperatures between 
-10 degree C and -55 degree C, the ship’s hull 
may act as the secondary barrier and in such 
cases it may be a boundary of the hold space.
The tanks are constructed of special grade 
steel suitable for the cargo carriage tempera-
ture. The tanks are insulated to minimize heat 
input to the cargo. The cargo boils off caus-
ing generation of vapor, which is reliquefied by 

refrigeration and returned to the cargo tanks. 
The required cargo temperature and pres-
sure is maintained by the reliquefaction plant. 
These ships are usually larger than the fully 
pressurized types and have cargo capacities 
up to about 20,000 m3. As with the fully pres-
surized ship, the cargo tanks are of pressure 

Capt. Devendra Kumar
Dy. Marine Superintendent

ESM, Singapore
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vessel construction and similarly located 
well inboard of the ship’s side and also pro-
tected by double bottom ballast tanks. This 
arrangement again results in a very robust 
and inherently buoyant ship. A typical layout 
of the tank dome as shown in the figure.

Temperature control
The reliquefaction plant on gas vessels gen-
erally has a substantial capacity and can, if 
required, load the cargo as a gas and then 
reliquefy it onboard. The most common 
reliquefaction system involves compress-
ing the cargo vapour and condensing it in 
a seawater-cooled condenser. Alternatively, 
the condenser may be cooled by a refriger-
ant from a secondary refrigerating unit (cas-
cade-type refrigeration). Another type of rel-
iquefaction is achieved by circulation of the 
refrigerant through coils inside the tank or 
through a separate heat exchanger outside 
the tank (indirect cooling). Cargo-incom-
patible refrigerants should not be used, nor 
refrigerants which are known to have a high 
ozone depleting potential. Such cargoes 
can only be refrigerated by indirect cool-
ing and cargo compressors usually have to 
be isolated or blanked off. LPG is normally 

reliquefied by di-
rect compression 
and condensa-
tion in one or 
two stages, with 
c o n d e n s a t i o n 
against water, in 
what is called a 
direct reliquefac-
tion system. 

Advantages
The advantages 
of Semi Pressu-

rized/ Fully Refrigerated Ships over fully 
Pressurized ships are as follows,

• More cargo can be carried in a tank of 
the same capacity compared to fully 
pressurized ship.

• A tank of the same capacity is lighter 
and cheaper to build.

• Much larger and more economical ships 
can be constructed.

• Very flexible and can load and unload 
temperate cargo.

• Can heat up the cargo whilst discharg-
ing.

• Can cool the cargo on route, no de-
pendence at loading to remove excess 
pressure.

The first ships to use this new technology 
appeared in 1961. They carried gases in 
a Semi-Pressurized/ Semi-Refrigerated 
(SP/SR) state but further advances were 
quickly made and by the late 1960s Semi-
pressurized/ Fully Refrigerated (SP/FR) 
gas carriers had become the Ship owner’s 
choice by providing high flexibility in cargo 
handling. These carriers, incorporating 
tanks cylindrical, spherical or bi-lobe in 

shape, are able to load or discharge gas 
cargoes at both refrigerated and pressu-
rized storage facilities.

Expansion Rubber 
Expansion rubber is provided for the pur-
pose of sealing up the hold space from 
atmosphere and absorption of the relative 
motion between hull and cargo tank. The 
material for the expansion rubber is Chloro-
prene Rubber.

Cargo Tank Insulation
The Cargo can be carried onboard at low 
temperature, hence the cargo starts evapo-
rating due to the heat ingress generated by 
the differential temperature between atmos-
phere and cargo. In order to reduce the heat 
ingress, cargo tanks are insulated with poly-
urethane foam. The insulation is protected 
by a vapour barrier consisting of a 0.5 mm 
galvalume plate.

Conclusion
The Semi Pressurized vessels are highly 
versatile, whilst some may be purpose built 
for specific projects, it is generally expected 
that  there will be a reasonable demand for 
these types of vessels. In terms of opera-
tions the semi pressurized vessels do have 
some more machinery plant than pressu-
rized gas carriers, however with the right 
expertise this is easily addressed. In view 
of the projected demand for LPG across 
the globe, it is expected that the number of 
these vessels will continue to increase in 
the future, we will continue to have more so-
phisticated and advanced LPG carriers. The 
obvious trend will be a shift towards vessels 
with improved economic efficiency and en-
vironment friendliness  
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Watery but Thirsty Planet | A Reality Check

SIMS entry to a recently conducted 
all India technical paper presenta-
tion contest “Earthian”  has been 
short-listed to the best 25 out of 
the 800 entries from institutes na-
tionwide. Conducted by Wipro in 
October 2011, the competition was 
part of a sustainability program for 
schools and colleges focusing on the 
students taking interests in environ-
mental issues.

SIMS cadets, Digvijay Singh (DNS-13) and 
Arnav Goyal (B.Tech-01) had participated 
in that competition and their work on “Wa-
tery but thirsty planet - a reality check”, a 
topic focused on the shortage of fresh water,  
water catchments and methods to self- 
sustain the required water for the given com-
munity received great recognition to be picked 
into the elite list.

Below is a short excerpt of the presentation 
explaining both the need for drastic measures 
towards conserving and managing water and 
using the example of SIMS, Lonavala campus 
which maintains an environmental friendly, 
sustainable and adequate water supply to 
meet the needs of over 650 residents on a 
daily basis. Here’s from their report:

the need for advocating drastic measures to-
wards conserving and managing water can be 
discussed in two separate aspects; namely ac-
cessibility and quality.

Accessibility
The prime factor governing the accessibility of 
usable freshwater on Earth is its unequal dis-
tribution. This issue is even more relevant if we 
take into account the formidable geographical 
and socio-political barriers. Unlike the case of 
non-renewable resources like petroleum fuels, 
here it would not be logical to suggest that the 
Earth is going to be devoid of all traces of fresh 
water one fine morning. But the very nature 
of the fresh water and its importance in the 
scheme of things for the human race and other 
living beings make the region wise accessibility 
a focal point. 

For example, it is not beyond human capability 
to transport fresh water from the more abun-
dant regions to locations facing a severe scar-
city of water. Or even generate freshwater for 
that matter. But the catch is that then it would 
come with a price tag, like most of the other 
things in life. It would most certainly have a 
bearing on the economy as well as the ecology. 
Why this is largely unacceptable is because of 
the fact that fresh water used to be free and 
the mankind would desire it to remain so in the 
future as well. Thus easy accessibility attains 
the same stature as that of overall availability. 

Quality
The quality and quantity of water are two as-
pects which are  interdependent and insepa-
rable in all matters of monitoring and manage-
ment. Thus no study about the distribution 
and accessibility of freshwater on Earth would 
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serve its purpose without first understanding 
and categorizing the quality available. For ex-
ample, the accessibility to high quality potable 
water for the human population as a whole is 
deemed to be a matter of grave concern.

A working model
Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies, Lona-
vala is a lush green campus which sprawls 
over an area of 55 acres, sheltering 650 peo-
ple. Various methods have been adopted by 
this institute to manage, conserve and reuse 
the water resources effectively and they have 
proved to be a great success. 

According to an estimated research on the daily 
water consumption, it was calculated that the 
institute and community consumes an approxi-
mate 288.95m3 of water per day. This includes 
the water used to drink and clean amongst other 
purposes and to cater to this need, the follow-
ing plans that have been established and imple-
mented are in use. This involves Campus Lake, 
the bore wells and sewage treatment plant.

The Lake
The campus has a unique feature in terms 
of water harvesting techniques - its very own 
man-made lake. This lake acts as a major 
catchment area and a reservoir for more than 
45% of the water that is received as rainfall by 
this beautiful campus. The rain water is col-
lected directly by the lake while there are also 
waterways that guide the rain water into the 
lake. The total volume of the lake is 41600m3.

CDT Arnav Goyal
B.Tech-01 
SIMS, Lonavala

CDT Digvijay Singh
DNS-13 
SIMS, Lonavala

Sewage Treatment Plant 
(STP) chart diagram
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Price of Over- 
confidence

CDT Navrishi K.S
GME-11

SIMS, Lonavala

When I first joined a job just after 
completing my engineering de-
gree, I was working on a boiler 
as a shift engineer. This was an 
Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Com-
bustion (AFBC) boiler which had 
a primary air line for feeding 
fuel and had to be cleaned after  
every 8 hrs i.e. each shift.

There were two very old firemen that used 
to do the cleaning. During the process a 
lot of hot sand particles tend to come out. 
Since, these particles were very hot and 
used to fly out, both firemen were pro-
vided with Personal protective equipment 
(PPE’s) i.e. goggles and helmet. How-
ever, there was great reluctance by these 
workers in using them and they used to 
wear only when someone was around. I 
often used to tell them that it is for their 
good and they should wear the PPE dur-
ing their work. As they were old veterans, 
they were over confident and used to say 
that they had been doing the job for the 
last 15 years and were fully aware of the 
job. They obviously never imagined they 
would have any problem ever. 

One day unfortunately, the boiler flash-
back occurred and one of the fireman 
could not get back in time. Sprays of burn-
ing sand got into his eyes, causing severe 
burn and loss of eye sight eventually.  
Obviously he also lost his job thereafter. 

Only if they were wearing their protection 
gear; including the goggles and helmets! 
Only If he listened to my advice! Never-
theless, I learnt a very important lesson of 
my life: no matter how proficient you are 
in a job, we must not compromise with the 
safety of ourselves or our co-workers be-
cause the price we would be paying  may 
be very costly.

The lake is filled to its maximum capacity al-
most all around the year due to the pleasant 
weather of this region except for the summer 
months i.e. March to May when the evapora-
tion rate increases comparatively and the wa-
ter column in the lake reduces by 2m hence re-
ducing the capacity of the water held to around 
32000m3 which is good enough for us to keep 
on going.

The water collected in the lake is processed 
and use for all the basic purposes like bath-
ing, washing, flushing, cleaning, gardening etc. 
hence the lake serves as the main source of 
water for this institute.  Therefore, the institute 
is self-dependent in terms of its water require-
ments hence decreasing the load on the mu-
nicipal water reservoirs.
 
Bore Wells
The drinking water needs of the institute are 
met with by the four bore-wells in the campus. 
Only two of these four bore wells are active at a 
given time. The major source of water for these 
bore wells is the rain water and this is taken out 
to go through a series of purification processes 
before being consumed by the people.

The bore wells all together provide an aston-
ishing 100m3 of drinking water per day which 
is a sufficient to meet the daily drinking water 
needs of the people residing in this campus 
which sums up to around 19.9m3 per day in-
cluding the water required for cooking in the 
cafeteria. This shows that there is a surplus in 
drinking water in the institute.

Sewage treatment plant (STP)
Another useful feature are the two Sewage 
Treatment Plants that was designed to treat 
the raw wastewater generated from domestic 
usage. These plants were brought in the year 
2007 and they have been effective since, giv-
ing optimum results.

The treatment procedure involves the domestic 
wastewater generated from hostel toilets, kitch-
ens and other area which contains primarily 
suspended solids and bio-degradable organics 
is treated as follows: The raw wastewater gen-
erated is collected in the Equalization Tank (T-
01) by gravity. (Refer to the diagram on the left)

The feed pump starts/stops manually or auto-
matically with a level switch. The raw waste-
water is pumped into the Fluidized Integrated 
Reliable Sewage Treatment (F.I.R.S.T) reactor 
(T-02) and treated aerobically. The required 
oxygen for aerobic treatment is provided by an 
air blower. The biomass generated by aerobic 

treatment is separated in the settling zone. The 
clear water is then passed slowly through tube 
settler media (inner shell) and clear superna-
tant flows by gravity into Treated Wastewater 
Tank (T-03). This tube settler media is regularly 
cleaned after every 14 days.

This clear water from treated waste water 
tank is then dosed with liquid chlorine and is 
pumped and passed through the Pressure 
Sand Filter (FL-01) and Activated Carbon Filter 
(FL-02). This clear water is then used primarily 
for gardening.

The sludge generated in the settling tank of 
F.I.R.S.T Reactor is drained daily for 10-15 
minutes into the Sludge Digester (T-04) where-
in further degradation and mass reduction oc-
curs. This sludge is disposed off once in a year 
as manure.

Advantages
The usage of the treated water mentioned 
above is primarily focused on landscaping and 
gardening as this water contains high amount 
of nutrients which act as great natural fertilizer 
for the plantation. The two plants together pro-
vide sufficient water to a whooping 15 acres of 
land which includes a massive football ground.

It has been a boon for SIMS to possess this 
establishment which has not only helped us in 
cutting back on the monetary funds required to 
meet the supply of equivalent amount of wa-
ter resources and fertilizers which would have 
been truly enormous but has also helped us on 
saving a great deal of fresh water (around 100 
m3/day, the rest of the gardening is taken care 
of by the lake water) which can now be used 
for numerous other jobs enabling the people of 
the nearby locality to have an adequate access 
to fresh water.

Summary
Now if we see the needs of water inside the 
campus, it comes to somewhere around 
288.95m3 per day and the supply if accounted 
for is enough or in fact more than sufficient to 
meet with this need. By this, it is concluded that 
SIMS, Lonavala is a self-sustaining community 
of 650 residents in terms of its water require-
ments. Considering the analysis of SIMS and 
its methods to support the water needs of its 
community, the possibility that it can easily 
be applied to a community of any larger scale 
has great potential. This would lead to better 
harvesting techniques and would ease great 
deal of load, off the municipal supplies of water 
hence providing a more efficient water man-
agement system.
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IMO regulations related to air pol-
lution has changed the way we 
used to look at engine and boiler 
emissions from the ships. Initially 
some pollutants, such as SOx, 
NOx and particulate matters were 
brought into the scope of regula-
tory controls, however gradually 
stricter norms and wider control 
on the aspects of air pollution 
makes it necessary for us to think 
about the ways these stringent 
requirements can be met. Green-
house gas emissions (CO2) from 
ships will also be regulated soon.

Using conventional source of energy, there 
are only two ways in which the air pollution 
can be controlled as per regulatory require-
ments: 
• Adopt a clean fuel - with low sulphur con-

tent and good composition, which results 
in cleaner exhaust gas emissions or 

• Clean the exhaust gas using effective 
scrubber technology on the existing HFO 
fuel. 

A clean and commercially viable ‘substitute 
fuel’ is the need of the hour. LNG as a fuel 
for ships’ propulsion appears to be a strong 
contender. It is a clean fuel with much clean-
er emissions!

A recent study suggests that there could be 
a significant reduction in the total operat-
ing cost by using LNG as fuel on non LNG 
ships. The low costs are attributed to the 
abundant availability and competitive prices 
of LNG compared to crude. Considering 
the huge demand of LNG in power sector, 
the price of LNG may increase in future; 
however the increase is not likely to be sig-
nificant considering the new supplies from 
unconventional gas reserves. The pay back 
period for additional capital expenditure for 
putting up LNG installations could be 7 to 8 
years. For ships mainly operating in SECA/
ECA zones or areas with stricter norms forc-
ing use of low sulphur fuel and advanced 
technology, the pay back period could be 
much shorter! 

Moreover, future regulations will continue to 
drive the norms of air pollution from shipping 
industry and LNG as a marine fuel is better 

poised for complying with those regulations 
as compared to present day HFO.  

Status of technology for burning LNG in 
engines
Using LNG as a fuel has been common 
for decades on LNG carriers. Propulsion 
systems (usually steam turbines) on these 
vessels are designed to use the boil off gas, 
which in any case would have been lost 
otherwise. Safety records of these vessels 
have been excellent.

However, if use of LNG as fuel on non LNG 
carriers necessitates installation of boiler 
and steam turbine, the option may not be 
commercially viable.

Fortunately some leading engine manufac-
turers have already taken keen interest in 
the development of engines that can run on 
LNG. 

Four stroke duel fuel engines are already 
in existence for some time and successfully 
used to propel LNG carriers. In the basic 
system, a four-stroke engine and in-tank 
pump inside the type C tank is employed to 
feed the LNG fuel gas vapouriser; the gas 
is provided to the engines via a fuel gas 
heater.

Development of two stroke engines, that 
can use LNG as fuel had been a chal-
lenge, as the fuel can only be injected at 
high pressures. Compressing LNG to high 
pressures for injection purpose has its own 
inherent dangers. Wartsila and B&W have 
now developed two stroke engines which 
can safely use LNG 
as fuel. This ap-
pears to be land-
mark achievement. 
Two stroke engines, 
using LNG, may be 
available in the mar-
ket for use as main 
propulsion engine 
soon. 

LNG bunkering
LNG bunkering will 
have to be as close 
as possible to the 
traditional bunkering, 

if it is to prove acceptable to the mainstream 
shipping industry. There are a few bunker-
ing stations at Norway for bunkering small 
ferries using LNG as fuel. The industry will 
have to develop LNG bunkering facilities 
that can provide much higher rates.  Bunker 
vessels or barges will be required to make 
a robust infrastructure for supplying LNG to 
ships. The bunker interface would require 
better standardisation than for current fuel 
oil bunkering.

Technical solutions for supplying LNG as 
bunker do not seem to be the major issue 
in the whole system and non availability of 
LNG bunkering facilities could be a short 
term inhibitor as ‘LNG engines’ and ‘safe 
storage onboard’ are bigger challenges. 
Once the industry is comfortable on these 
two accounts, LNG bunkering infrastructure 
will grow up fast.

Storage of LNG onboard as bunker on 
Non LNG carriers
With the carriage of LNG on ships, although 
as bunker, a number of hazards have to be 
addressed (e. g. fire, explosion, cold brit-
tleness). Also the same energy content of 
LNG takes roughly twice the volume of liq-
uid fuels. 

IMO interim guideline MSC 285(86) as a 
preliminary version of IGF-Code and the 
Rules for LNG fuelled ships that have been 
published by all major classification socie-
ties are based on several decades of expe-
rience with LNG operations.

Double barriers for gas equipment, gas de-

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
Is this the Future Fuel for propelling Ships?

Typical LNG fuel storage 
instalment

Maneesh Jha
Vice Principal
SIMS, Mumbai
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This accident occurred at a con-
struction company site. Erection 
of a Blast furnace hot stove was 
in progress and I was there with 
two of my classmates as a voca-
tional trainee. I can never forget  
the terrified crowd, the blood and 
mayhem all around us.

It was a Saturday afternoon  and the job for 
the day was almost done. Workers were 
preparing to pack up from the site, while 
some of the company engineers along with 
me were inside the office discussing the 
day’s work as well as the things we could 
learn from the site work. 

Suddenly, an engineer from the quality 
department entered the office. He looked 
pretty agitated and worked up and  shouted 
at one of the engineer inside the room. It 
seems there was some finishing problem at 
the inner surface of the hot stove cylindri-
cal tank. The grinders who were doing the 
job had left some worked undone. The site 
engineer tried to explain that the workers 
had left the place, so the work could only 
be done next day. That further the annoyed 
quality engineer who screamed at the site 
engineer forcing the poor site engineer to 
act fast.

The site engineer rushed to the machine 
room and verified how many workers were 
left. Thankfully, not all had left, and there 
were three workers present at that time. He 
ordered them to work overtime and com-
plete the job. Although the workers were not 
interested, they still took their machine and 
started working. The site engineer also ac-
companied them to the site. They all entered 
the cylindrical tank. The grinding work to be 
done was at a height of eight meters from 
the bottom platform. The workers climbed 
up a wooden platform and started working 

with their grinding machines. None of them 
had proper Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) and all were in a hurry to do the job. 
Meanwhile, the site engineer rushed to the 
machine room to pick up another grinder 
and tried to provide a helping hand to the 
other workers. He was not an authorized 
parson for doing the grinding job. He was 
just in a hurry to complete the job. 

The site engineer climbed up the wooden 
platform and started grinding when sud-
denly the grinding wheel slipped from the 
site engineer’s grinder. That blade moved 
along the circumference of the cylindrical 
tank and thereby injured three other work-
ers. It was a deadly incident. The worker 
next to the site engineer lost his hand. 
The other two workers suffered from deep 
cuts on their body and heavy bleeding 
was present. The site engineer fell from 
the platform and suffered a head injury. All 
of them were injured and the people who 
were inside the tank standing at the center 
had a near miss. There was blood every 
where on the floor with mutilated senseless 
bodies strewn all around. 

People in the vicinity rushed to the place 
for help. Ambulance arrived and they were 
taken to the hospital. Later on after the ac-
cident, it was known that the grinding ma-
chine which the site engineer picked up 
was kept for repair. He picked up the wrong  
machine and he did not inform any of the 
responsible personal before picking it up. 

There were so many safety slips and mis-
takes that  led to this incident which I have 
realized and understood better as my train-
ing as a marine engineer in SIMS. The sad 
part is that had I been so knowledgeable 
on safety at that time,  I could have certain-
ly prevented  the injury  
and in fact, avoided 
the incident totally.  

Life is Precious

 CDT Shakti S Mishra
GME-11

SIMS, Lonavala

tection, Emergency Shut Down systems and 
appropriately classed equipment are manda-
tory. Spill detection and stainless steel drip 
trays are located wherever LNG might escape 
and harm the ship structures by cold brittle-
ness. Piping sections not in use are inerted 
with Nitrogen, e. g. bunkering line after bun-
kering is finished. Sophisticated control sys-
tem and effective crew training will be essen-
tial for safely operating the tanks with LNG 
onboard.

Self-supporting tanks are generally feasible 
for fuel gas tanks, but their requirement for 
pressure maintenance and secondary bar-
rier rise difficult problems. Good technical and 
economically viable solutions will be required 
if LNG, to be used as ship’s fuel, has to be 
carried in these tanks. 

Pressure vessels based on crack propaga-
tion design turn out to be the preferred solu-
tion for today. Those tanks are very safe and 
reliable, their high design pressures allow for 
high loading rates and pressure increase due 
boil-off; finally they are easy to fabricate and 
install. The major disadvantage is the space 
consumption of this tank type that is restricted 
to cylindrical, conical and bi-lobe shape. In ad-
dition to the unfavorable volume to energy ef-
ficiency these tank shapes lead to a factor of 
three to four times the oil bunker tank volume 
to carry the same energy in LNG.

Tank insulation is required in order to reduce 
heat ingress and to protect the ship structures 
against the cryogenic temperatures of LNG. 
This may be done by vacuum or foam insu-
lation depending on the operational and tank 
shape requirements. Vacuum tanks have an 
excellent insulation performance; however, 
they are restricted to cylindrical shape, limited 
in size and usually do not have a manhole for 
inspection or mounting of in-tank equipment. 
Foam insulated single shell IMO type C tanks 
are feasible in conical or bi-lobe shape in or-
der to better fit to the available space. 

Conclusion
Technical solutions for safe operation of LNG 
as fuel are available. Emission control and 

LNG bunkering Operation 

low LNG prices should be the main drivers to 
develop LNG as bunker fuel. Currently the lack 
of related bunker infrastructure as well as the 
regulatory framework for such operations is 
the main challenge that needs to be addressed 
soon in order to make LNG a reliable option for 
the Owners to pursue. Many states have an-
nounced incentives in the form of tax breaks for 

vessels which can comply with their strin-
gent environmental requirements. Efforts 
are underway to address the constraints 
attached with using LNG as fuel, it is ex-
pected that with more economically viable 
options being conceived ,LNG  will be an 
attractive option for at  least some of the 
owners to consider.     
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4th Inter-house Cricket Championship

The monsoons are finally over in 
Lonavala and the sun is shining. 
What better time of the year for 
a dose of the gentlemen’s game? 
The 4th Inter-house Cricket cham-
pionship commenced from the 
14th of November 2011, with the 
intention of making use of these 
pleasant conditions. 

Normally, a game of cricket draws great 
crowds in India and it was no different this 
time around in SIMS. Kaveri house and 
Tapti house set up a title clash on the 18th 
of November after a well fought round of 
league matches. 

The morning dew made the ball to seam 
and swing, but the Kaveri batsmen gave 
nothing away and put a decent 48 runs on 
the score board at the end of the stipulated 
8 overs. But they found out the hard way 

3O Dan John Shalton 
DNS-03

3O Bijilesh Balkrishnan 
DNS-04

3O Anupam Chhetri 
DNS-04

3O Atinder Pal Singh Kalkat 
DNS-05

3O Jikku Mathew 
DNS-05

4E Rojer Zacharia Joseph 
GME-06

4E Ashish Krishnan 
GME-05

4E Ashwin Russel Raj 
GME-06

4E Jibin Tom Jose 
GME-07

3O Yatendra Kumar 
DNS-04

3O Shubhkaran Khichar 
DNS-05

3O Mayank Kaushik 
DNS-05

4E Ankit Dhiman 
GME-06

3O Sarathchandran Rajan 
DNS-05

4E Chiranjeev Pal Singh 
GME-06

3O Hardeep Singh 
DNS-04

3O Surendra Singh Kavia 
DNS-05

4E Pratik Saxena 
GME-06

3O Balwinder Singh 
DNS-05

4E Sharath Shetty 
GME-06

4E Abhishek Kumar 
GME-06

4E Tarundeep Singh Virk 
GME-06

4E Thomas Daniel 
GME-07

SIMS ex-cadets joined ESM managed Fleet during the Last Quarter

that defending that score was going to be 
a herculean task, especially with the Tapti 
batsmen on fire. The in-form Tapti opening 
batsman, Cadet Pankaj, made mincemeat 
of Kaveri bowling and notched up 35 runs 
in quick time which included 5 towering hits 
to the fence.

Tapti house proved themselves easily the 
better of the two and surpassed their target 

with 7 wickets to spare. SIMS faculty and staff 
had turned out in good numbers to cheer for 
the cadets. Captain Vivek Tyagi gave away the 
prizes for the victorious.

Corrections for Issue 15, the same section on page 18: 
Ex-cadets joining ESM managed fleet - Vijeesh Raj, Anshul Kumar Singh, Pious Baby and Vignesh Vidyadharan are 3O and not 4E as per previously published. Our sincere apologies.



Visitors’ Comments - Fourth Quarter, 2011

Impressed by the professionalism of the staff and the whole concept 
this training is built on. Best wishes. Built on your success.

Capt. Lim Kean Hin, Regional Manager
Marine Assurance, Chevron Shipping Company

Impressed by good facility, environment and professionalism in all staff. 
Best wishes to all.

Hayato Suya, General Manager
Natural Resources and Energy Department

Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, Japan

Exceptional people in an exceptional place; that made our day excep-
tional! Thank you so much for such a warm welcome.

Pascale Griene , Business Development Manager
Gaztransport & Technigaz (GTT), France

Thank you very much for the warm welcome. Very Impressive Campus.
Stephane Maillard, Business Development Deputy Manager

Gaztransport & Technigaz (GTT), France

Impressed with the training setup, quality, education, determination of staff and state 
of art infrastructure. I wish all the best to them. 

Sudhir Gupta, STCW Consultant 
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